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Summary
In this paper, we present the study of interactional arrangements that support the collaboration
of headquarters (HQ), field responders, and a computational planning agent in a time-critical task
setting created by a mixed-reality game. Interactional arrangements define the extent to which
control is distributed between the collaborative parties. We provide 2 field trials, one to study
an “on-the-loop” arrangement in which HQmonitors and intervenes in agent instructions to field
players on demand and the other, to study a version that places HQ more tightly “in-the-loop.”
The studies provide an understanding of the sociotechnical collaboration between players and
the agent in these interactional arrangements by conducting interaction analysis of video record-
ings and game log data. The first field trial focuses on the collaboration of field responders with
the planning agent. Findings highlight how players negotiate the agent guidancewithin the social
interaction of the collocated teams. The second field trial focuses on the collaboration between
the automated planning agent and the HQ. We find that the human coordinator and the agent
can successfully work together in most cases, with human coordinators inspecting and “correct-
ing” the agent-proposedplans. Through this field trial-drivendevelopment process,we generalise
interaction design implications of automated planning agents around the themes of supporting
common ground andmixed-initiative planning.
KEYWORDS
computational planning, CSCW, field trial, human-agent interaction, mixed-reality games,
team coordination
1 INTRODUCTION
Most disaster operations require responder teams to plan and con-
duct geographically distributed tasks (eg, digging out casualties or
transporting civilians) with limited resources and personnel—a timely
responsemay be critical to save lives.1
Deciding when and how to use available resources in such a set-
ting can be described as a “distributed resource allocation problem
under temporal constraints”2; to that end, multi-agent task allocation
algorithms have been devised and tested in computational simulations
of such tasks.2–4 These algorithms can be used to build automated
planning agents that can perform complex calculations much faster
thanhumans (eg, computingpathsandoptimising teamconfigurations).
However, these algorithms necessarily depend on abstracted models
of the environment and human behaviour, which might lead to task
allocations that are flawed in practice, owing to the contingent nature
of situated action.5
We might conjecture that a human coordinator working together
with the planning agent could notice and help to deal with such emer-
gent problems. One way in which this working together might be
achieved is by placing a human coordinator “in-the-loop” between the
planning algorithm and the human responders in the physical world. A
variation of in-the-loop is “on-the-loop,” in which the role of the human
coordinator is less involved, perhaps best described as that of a super-
visor, rather than a deciding authority. Our work studies such interac-
tional arrangements with the goal to enable efficient interaction and
collaboration between humans and agents.
To explore the sociotechnical interactional challenges related to
these human-agent arrangements,wedeveloped a technology probe in
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the form of a mixed-reality game called AtomicOrchid.6 Mixed-reality
games bridge the physical and the digital world7; they make use of
pervasive technologies such as smart phones, wireless technologies,
and sensors with the aim of blending game events into a real world
environment.8 They have served as a vehicle to study distributed col-
laborative interactions acrossmultiple devices and ubiquitous comput-
ing environments in the wild.9 In AtomicOrchid, players in the role of
field responders and headquarters (HQ) coordinators have to collabo-
rate to save spatially distributed targets from a spreading radioactive
cloud. Following an ethnomethodological orientation,10 this setting
makes available the observable and reportable team interaction with
andaroundtheplanningsupport system inadisaster scenario fordirect
observation of activity.
In this paper, we report on 1 field trial of an on-the-loop arrange-
ment and another field trial of an in-the-loop arrangement.We investi-
gate sociotechnical issues that arise in relation to automated planning
support with the on-the-loop and the in-the-loop interaction design.
Interaction analysis11 is conductedbasedon logdata andvideo record-
ings of field observations, revealing how human-agent interaction is
embedded in social interaction.
We provide 3 contributions in this paper. First, we demonstrate
a field trial-driven methodology used to reveal sociotechnical issues
in relation to computational planning support. Second, we present
findings that suggest mixed-initiative designs that place humans
in-the-loop may be preferable in situations with unforeseen contin-
gencies. Third, we identify key design lessons in relation to critical
mixed-initiative features such as common ground between agent and
humans andmutual awareness in planning.
In Section 2, we review related work and our approach. We then
describe the scenario and design iterations including summary results
from the field trial of the base version in Section 3. We then present
the field trial of theon-the-loopversion in Section4and the in-the-loop
version in Section 5. The presented episodes of interaction serve to
identify and discuss a range of key issues around the themes of divi-
sion of labour, planning support, and field trial-driven development in
Section 6. Finally, we conclude by summarising the lessons learnt for
supporting commongroundandmixed-initiativeplanning fordesigners
of distributed coordination systems in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK AND APPROACH
We briefly review how our approach builds on related work on
planning in disaster response, both from the point of view of com-
putational optimisation on the one hand and empirical studies of
command-and-control settings and computer-supported cooperative
work (CSCW) systems that support workflow management on the
other hand.
We also briefly review the relevant literature concerned with
“interactive automation” at the intersection of interface agents and
user-interface design and outline how it relates to our mixed-reality
game probe to study agent-assisted collaboration.
2.1 Planning in disaster response
One major concern for task planning in disaster response is how to
efficiently allocate limited resources to multiple spatially distributed
incidents under timepressure. Toaddress such coordination challenges
in operations, a number of multi-agent planning algorithms have been
developed to computationally support planning in time-critical task
settings.2–4While thesealgorithmscan rapidly computeoptimal routes
andmodel and predict certain environmental variables (eg, wind speed
and fire spreading), they typically ignore the physical and cognitive
charateristics of human field responders, such as human psychosocial
condition, movement, and learning ability12 and stress, fear, exertion,
or panic.13 Hence, a key motivation in our work is to create a setting
in which participants experience physical exertion and stress through
bodily activity and time pressure to increase confidence in the verac-
ityofobservations.6 Specifically,weadopt a seriousmixed-reality game
approach to study how spatially distributed responders coordinate in a
time-critical task setting.14
Furthermore, sociotechnical studies of command and control set-
tings (eg, in disaster response,15 the London Underground,16 and air
traffic control17) have revealed the complex ways in which interac-
tion with physical and digital (or electronic) resources is embedded
in face-to-face social interaction in the control room and have argued
that taking the social organisation of the cooperative work setting into
account is crucial for success.17 Further empirical studies of CSCW
systems have shown that it is vital to study technology in use to under-
standpotential tensions raised for teamwork. In particular, field studies
of workflow support systems have revealed that technologies can dis-
rupt smooth workflow if they are not designed in a socially acceptable
way.18,19 This paper follows the tradition of the empirical CSCW stud-
ies to investigate interaction and cooperative work in situ, to identify
implications for technology support.
2.2 Interactive automation support
A review of the interaction design literature yields studies that have
found that thepotential benefitsof automationsupportmaynotalways
be realised and can be offset by unwanted consequences.20,21 These
negativeconsequencescan includeover-relianceonautomation, lossof
situationawareness, and lossof skillsneededtoperformtheautomated
functionsmanually in case of automation failure.22 It is this recognition
of the potential problems of automation that raises important chal-
lenges for the design of the interface(s) between the human and the
computational support.
To thisend,onesignificantdesignstrategy is “mixed-initiative,”which
refers to a flexible interaction strategy where both human and soft-
ware agent can contribute to the task, with each party contributing to
the task according to its strengths.23 In the most general case, each
party’s role is not pre-determined but opportunistically negotiated as
the problem is being solved. So at one time, the software agent might
have the initiative, controlling the interaction while the human “moni-
tors” the execution (ie, the human is on-the-loop), while at other times
the human may drive the interaction, with the software agent in a
supporting role (ie, the human is in-the-loop).24 A number of algo-
rithms, interfaces, and applications have been devised that facilitate
mixed-initiative planning and control.25,26
In this work, to study the interactional challenges that arise in these
arrangements, we integrated a planning agent in the AtomicOrchid
game probe. To study how on-the-loop and in-the-loop arrangements
play out in practice, the interaction layer between players and agents
can be configured in different ways throughmodifications to the game
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interface. Through agent integration and iterative interface design, we
created 3 versions of “probes,” 2 of which we evaluate in this paper in
some depth.
2.3 Research focus: practical action and reasoning
The mixed-reality game probe is used to conduct observational stud-
ies,which allowus tounpackhuman-system interaction in thedifferent
interactional arrangements (on-the-loop vs in-the-loop). Our foremost
analytic orientation is ethnomethodology,10 a perspective that focuses
on the accomplishment of practical action and practical reasoning by
the members of a setting. Specifically, we use interaction analysis to
unpack naturally occurring talk and activity, with the aim of uncover-
ing and describing something of the order and organisation by which
people interact with each other andwith the things around them.11
Our interest in this paper is how sociotechnical interaction is organ-
ised around the computational planning support; hence, our focus is
both on the action on the ground, as well as in the control room. We
recorded both system logs and video of interaction in the field for anal-
ysis. To capture the distributed, concurrent nature of the interaction,
4 researchers with camcorders shadowed the field player teams and 1
researcher recorded theaction in theHQ.Areplay toolwasused tosyn-
chronise and analyse triangulated game events, player positions, and
concurrent video recordings. These were then catalogued to identify
keydecisionpoints in teamingandtaskallocation,whichservedto index
sequences (episodes) of interest (cf Heath et al27). Interesting distinct
units of interaction were then transcribed and triangulated with log
files and field video for deeper analysis; the results ofwhichwepresent
in this paper.
3 ATOMICORCHID - SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we outline the system design of the mixed-reality game
probe AtomicOrchid. We created AtomicOrchid to study team coor-
dination, interaction, and communication in a disaster scenario. In
brief, AtomicOrchid simulates a radioactive incident. Participants of
the game play both the role of responders “on the ground,” and coor-
dinators in the control room. The interactive system provides situa-
tion awareness capabilities that enable monitoring of players, tasks,
radioactivity, and communication via text messaging. A planning agent
is integrated into the system to support the teaming and task allocation
of field responders.
In this section, we outline the game scenario, the iterative devel-
opment rationale, a description of the planning agent integrated into
the system, and we provide somemore detail on the system evolution,
including functionality and interface description.
3.1 Game scenario
The game, AtomicOrchid, is a location-based gamebased on a fiction of
an explosion which creates an expanding and moving cloud of radioac-
tive gas. Most of the players are on the ground and play the role of first
responders;we refer to these as “field players”. Twoplayers are based in
anearbyHQandplay theroleof coordinators.Within thephysical game
area there are several “targets” and a small number of “safe zones.” The
goal of the game is for the field players to evacuate as many targets as
possible to the safe zone(s) before the radiation cloud covers the play-
ing area. Field players have limited “health,” which declines when they
are inornear thevirtual radiationcloud. If theyareexposedto toomuch
radiation field players will become “incapacitated” (die). Field players
need tocommunicate frequentlywithHQ,asonlyHQcansee theentire
cloud,while fieldplayersonlyhaveanumeric “reading” for their current
location.
Within the game each field player is assigned a specific type or role:
medic, transporter, soldier, or fire fighter. Each target also has a specific
type (animal, fuel, uranium, and victim) and can only be evacuated by a
2-person team with the right combination of roles. For example, a sol-
dier and a transporter are required to pick up and carry fuel to safety.
One of the key challenges of the game is therefore to form appropriate
transient 2-person teams of field players to evacuate specific targets.
3.2 Iterative development
We progressively developed and refined AtomicOrchid and the plan-
ning agent support in 3 iterations. Each version focused on supporting
a particular relation of the interactional arrangements (see Figure 1).
In the first iteration, we developed a base version of coordination sup-
port without integrating a planning agent. The system’s design focus is
on supporting the collaboration between and among field responders
and HQ by providing real-time text messaging and “situational aware-
ness” interfaces, eg, real-time monitoring of players, tasks, and cloud.
In the on-the-loop version, we integrated a planning agent into the sys-
tem, focused on supporting the field responders directly. The planning
agent automatically generates aplanandallocates tasks to fieldplayers
(hence, theHQ ismerely on-the-loop). The third (in-the-loop) version is
aimed at providing a stronger role for theHQ, by providing an interface
that lets the control room mediate between planning agent and field
responders. For each version, field trials are conducted and analysed;
the findings of the first and second versions have then been turned into
design implications for the following version.
3.3 Planning agent
In the field trials of the on-the-loop and the in-the-loop version, the
player teamsare supportedbya softwareagent that acts as a “planner”;
FIGURE 1 Interactional arrangement in AtomicOrchid and the focus
of each version
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FIGURE 2 HQ andmobile interfaces in the on-the-loop version
this is in contrast to the base version,28 in which the field responders
and HQ were entirely responsible for planning. The planning agent
assigns evacuation tasks to field responders by making use of loca-
tions of targets and safe zones, a predictive model of the radiation
cloud and the current location and health of field responders to min-
imise their travelling distance and maximise the number of targets
rescued. A plan produced by the planning agent is a set of “task assign-
ments,” ie, a request for 2 specific field players (with particular roles)
to evacuate a certain target to a specific safe zone. In the on-the-loop
version the agent’s plan is communicated directly to the field play-
ers. In the in-the-loop version, the agent’s plan is initially made avail-
able only to the HQ players; they can check the plan and edit it if
they wish; once HQ has approved the allocations they are sent to the
field players.
Following the mixed-initiative principles set out in Section 2.2,
the design rationale is to augment rather than to replace human
decision making, where each party contributes to the task accord-
ing to its strength. Therefore, the human retains the capability to
reject the agent’s task assignments to acknowledge the uniquely
human ability—unavailable to the agent—to deal with contingencies
that arise in the course of action (eg, humans may be tired, or they
may have encountered a road block, etc)*. Note that for a plan that
involves multiple responders coordinating to perform a task, hav-
ing only one of the responders reject the plan means that the allo-
cation of other responders has to be recomputed from scratch to
preserve the efficiency of the planning process. Doing so can be
computationally time consuming. We propose a solution to this in
what follows.
To providemore technical detail, the planning agent runs a real-time
multi-agent coordination algorithm to solve the coordination problem
in 2 steps: (1) task assignment and (2) path planning. The algorithm
models the coordination problem inAtomicOrchid using aMulti-Agent
*Note that technically from the agent’s point of view, there is no difference between a “rejec-
tion” triggered by field responders in the on-the-loop version and by the HQ in the in-the-loop
version.
Markov Decision Process (MMDP). The goal of solving MMDPs is to
find the optimal policy that maximizes the number of completed tasks
with minimum costs, although due to the large state space and the
real-time requirement, a working solution can only be approximate.29
Themodelnotonly takes intoaccountenvironmental parameters (loca-
tions, distances, cloud, etc) and actor parameters (responder role,
health, etc) but also whether tasks have been rejected. In more detail,
our algorithm computes a set of plans conditioned on all possible plan
rejections from the responders (ie, combinations of rejections from
individual responders), which reflect responders’ preference for the
plan. If the current plan is rejected, an alternative plan will be selected
based on the set of rejections received. To compute such plans, our
algorithm applies a 2-pass planning process. In the first pass, the best
policy for the underlyingMMDPwithout rejections is computed, and in
the second pass, the rejections are handled using the policy computed
by the first pass. By doing so, the planner agent can quickly respond to
the rejection event and generate a better plan that is more acceptable
to the responders. Further technical details of the planning agent can
be found elsewhere.29,30
3.4 Baseline versionwithout planning agent
The system design, in particular the interfaces between the human
team and the planning agent have evolved through the 3 iterations
described. We only have space to briefly summarise the results from
the field trial of the first iteration—the baseline version without the
planningagent—thedetails ofwhichhavebeenpresentedelsewhere.28
In the base version of AtomicOrchid without a planning agent,
the HQ is manned by 2 to 3 coordinators. All of the coordinators
are provided with a Web-based coordination interface. The inter-
face gives them an overview of the game status and enables them
to communicate with the field responders who carry a phone run-
ning the mobile responder app. The user interfaces are similar to the
interfaces shown in Figure 2, but without the agent/task allocation
elements.
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We ran 2 AtomicOrchid game sessions to field-trial the base ver-
sion. The size of the game area on the local university campus is 400 by
400 m, with little traffic. The terrain of the game area includes grass-
land, a lake, buildings, roads, footpaths, and lawns. There are 2 drop-off
zones and 16 targets. An earlier pilot study showed that this was a
challenging, yet not overwhelming number of targets to collect in a
30-minute game session. There were 4 targets for each of the 4-target
types. The pattern of cloudmovement and expansion was the same for
both game sessions.
3.4.1 Implications for design
The result of interaction analysis from video recordings of game action
showed that teamplanningwas dominated by local (face-to-face) coor-
dination between field players in a situated manner. The field players
teamed up with their teammates and selected task by using available
resources such as local conversation, the mobile interface, and mes-
saging remote players. The HQ was observed to successfully provide
awareness of the “danger zone” to the field teams through remote
messages. However, HQ had little direct influence on the planning and
actions of field teams. One potential reason could be the lack of com-
munication betweenHQ and field responders. The observations led to
a set of design requirements to improve the usability of the system:
1. geospatial referencing.We found that players struggled to commu-
nicate the locations of targets and their planned routes. Although
the targets’ locations are displayed and shared on the map, play-
ers reference a particular target by referring to nearby landmarks
or road crossing and directions (north, east). Time was wasted in
such clarification of geo-referencing. Designers need to think care-
fully about how the presentation layer of such systems may be
augmentedwith information that facilitates geospatial referencing
(eg, grids, labelling, etc) to facilitate human in addition to machine
readability.
2. freshness of messages. We found that some messages in the
communication channel become irrelevant quickly because of the
changing task environment. Reading outdatedmessages gives play-
ers false information about game status and can lead to dangerous
actions. To reduce confusion stemming from outdated information,
additional functionality is required, for example, to flag messages
as outdated, to retract messages that are no longer valid, or to
highlight more up-to-datemessages.
3. acknowledgement of messages. In most cases, field responders did
not acknowledge or respond to messages sent by the HQ. This was
particularly problematic for instructions from HQ, as task status
and field responder compliance often had to be inferred by observ-
ing their locationupdateson themap. This consumedHQattention,
with negative impact on HQ’s overall work on state assessment
and task planning. Observations in the field suggest that the phys-
ical demands (eg, co-located team movement through terrain at
speed) and cognitive demands to maintain situational awareness
(eg,monitoringof radioactivity andmessages) are likely factors that
explain lack of acknowledgement. User interfaces that enable and
encourage field responders to quickly and easily acknowledge HQ
messages should be considered formessaging in such high demand
settings.
These requirements have been taken into account in the develop-
ment of the the on-the-loop version.
3.5 On-the-loop version
In the second version, the game interfaces were modified according to
thedesign requirements generated from field-trialling thebase version
(see Figure 2). First, messages in themessaging interface are appended
with timestamps to allow players to identify their freshness. Second,
targets on the digital maps are marked with a unique task number
to ease geo-referencing. Third, a feedback system is built into Atomi-
cOrchid to assist quick acknowledgement. The feedback system is part
of the integration of the planning agent, which is detailed in the follow-
ing section.
3.5.1 User interfaces
As can be seen in the Figure 2, the majority of the HQ dashboard
is occupied by a map-based presentation of the current game status.
Roles and locations of field responders are represented on the map as
icons. The field responders can be uniquely identified by their initials
shown on the icons. The target types and locations are also shown as
icons on themap. Location and intensity of the radioactive cloud is indi-
cated by a heatmap. Health status (health value ranges from 0 to 100)
of the field responders is displayed on the right-top panel. A chatbox
at the right bottom for HQ allows browsing, composing, and send-
ing messages. The messaging system follows a broadcasting model:
Everyone can send messages to 1 public channel, and the messages
are visible to every player through the mobile and HQ interface. The
agent’s team-task allocations can be shown visually at the click of a
button.
Field responders are equipped with a mobile responder app provid-
ing themwith sensing and awareness capabilities (also Figure 2). There
are 3 tabs in the responder app. The “map” tab displays a map showing
locations of field responders and targets, which is similar to themap on
theHQ interface, except that the cloud is not shown. The radiation level
of the players’ current location is displayed as aGeiger counter reading
(shown as a number on the top left of the screen), which ranges from
0 to 100. Health status of the field responder is indicated by a health
bar on the right side of the Geiger counter. The chatbox (similar to the
one onHQ interface) is placed on the “message” tab for the field player
to receive and sendmessages. Finally, the “tasks” tab shows the agent’s
task allocations.
3.5.2 The planning agent
Apart from improvements in interface usability, crucially, we integrated
a planning agent into the AtomicOrchid platform in the on-the-loop
version. The planner (described above in Section 3.3), is deployed on a
separate server, which exposes anHTTP interface for AtomicOrchid to
request plans. Each plan request issued by AtomicOrchid is appended
with updated game status, which includes players’ health, distribution
of radioactive cloud and locations of players and targets. On the basis
of the updated game status, the plannerwill produce an optimised task
allocation and return it to AtomicOrchid. The plan requests are trig-
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gered frequently in game sessions so that the task allocation can be
frequently adjusted according to task execution status. In this version,
plan requests (and thus replanning) is triggered by 2 kinds of game
events:
1. completion of task. On successful rescue of a target, a new plan (ie,
allocation of tasks to each responder) is requested from the agent.
2. explicit reject. On rejection of a task allocation by any of the first
responders, a new plan is requested.
On receiving an instruction from theplanner, the field responder can
choose to either reject or accept the instruction in the “tasks” tab of
the app, the rationale for which is detailed above in Section 3.3. In the
case of rejection, a new plan will be requested and the agent will take
intoaccount the rejection in thenext iterationof taskassignment.More
importantly, the rejected allocation is used as a constraint within the
optimisation run by the planner. For example, if 2 responders (a medic
and a soldier)were allocated a task and the solider rejected it, the plan-
ning agent would return a new task allocation with the constraint that
this soldier should not be allocated this task. Unlike the later human
in-the-loop version, the planning agent retains the control over task
assignments. In this version,HQcould only intervene by using the com-
munication channel to study an arrangement in which the agent has a
relatively stronger role.
The instructions sent to field responders are also displayed in the
HQ interface for monitoring purposes. The task allocations are repre-
sented as yellow lines connecting players and their targets (Figure 2).
Only 1 task allocation is displayed at a time when the HQ player clicks
on the “show” task button on the player status panel.
Section4provides findings fromthe field trial of theon-the-loopver-
sion in more details. After that, we turn to the in-the-loop version and
its final summative evaluation in Section 5.
4 “HUMAN ON-THE-LOOP” INTERACTIONAL
ARRANGEMENT
This section provides an abbreviated presentation of the field-trial
results reported in a prior publication.31 The field trial of this version
follows the same game setup as the base version (see Section 3.4).
A total of 16 participants were recruited through posters and emails
and reimbursed with 15 GBP for 1.5 to 2 hours of study. The major-
ity were students of the local university. The procedure consisted of
30 minutes of game play and about 1 hour in total of pregame brief-
ing, consent forms, a short training session, and a postgame group
discussion.
Through interaction analysis of video recordings of game action and
system logs, we gain insight into the division of labour between human
and agent in which the agent takes over routine planning activities
while the human focuses on other issues such as finding teammates,
targets, and choosing the best routes.
After presenting anoverviewof how task assignmentswere handled
in the field trial, we present episodes that reveal how teams accom-
plish the tasks in the rescuemission, particularly focusing on the social
organisation of interaction with and around the agent instructions.
4.1 Overview of task assignments
Figure 3 shows how task assignmentswere acted upon in the field trial.
Fifty-one assignments were created by the planner and sent to field
responders. Twenty-four were accepted, while 11were rejected or did
not receive a response, ie, only 1 or none of the 2 involved players
responded. Of the accepted tasks, 15 were completed successfully. An
additional 8 tasks were completed that had not received a response
(2 of which without agent instruction).
4.2 Episodes from the field
In the following episodes, players can be uniquely identified by their
initials. Targets are denoted by their unique numeric target id. Task
assignments from the agent are represented as 2 pairs of initials and 1
target id connectedbya rightwardarrow.Forexample, thenotationPC,
CR→ 22means player PC and CR are instructed to team up and go for
target 22. A standard orthographic notation11 includes non-verbal ele-
ments “((..))” and pauses in seconds, eg, “(1.0)”; this is complemented by
timestamps [0:00], and systemmessages from remote players andHQ.
FIGURE 3 How instructions were handled in the on-the-loop version
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4.2.1 Episode 1 - task assignment
The following episode depicts a team of 2 dropping off a target and
planning the next step.
[0:00] The team drop off a target.
PC: I think we dropped off now. OK.
[0:07] The team receives a new agent instruc-
tion: PC, CR→22
PC: I have a task now (3.0) ((studying screen)).
I need to go with CR to 22. Are you CR?
CR: Yes.
PC: Let’s go 22.
CR: We have done 22.
PC: Oh (1.0) no (2.0) 22 is there ((pointing in
the direction)). Let’s go ((PC starts walking,
CR follows)).
[0:28] The team complete the task (drop off
target 22).
At the beginning of this episode, the team (PC, CR) drops off a target
at a drop-off zone. Player PC vocalises that they have finished the task
(“I think we dropped off now. OK”). After about 7 seconds, PC says she
received a new task allocation from the agent (“I have a task now”). PC
confirms the initials of the other player (CR) and suggestsCR to join her
to go for target 22. The action is consistent with the agent instruction
(PC, CR→22), suggesting that PC has read the instruction and decided
to follow it. CR said that they have already finished target 22 (“Wehave
done 22”), which indicates he is confused about the current task allo-
cation. PC resolves the confusion by pointing in the direction of 22 and
repeating to go for it. Later, the team successfully drop off target 22 as
instructed by the agent.
The episode shows how an agent instruction is brought up and fol-
lowed by a team in a relatively straightforward manner. The instruc-
tion was delivered immediately after the drop off of a previous target
(7 seconds after). PC successfully locates the new target in the instruc-
tionand leads the teamtopick it up.AlthoughCR is confusedat first, PC
manages to rectify CR’s mistake and they finish the task successfully.
This episode is a typical case of task assignment to existing teams,
ie, the agent sent a new task to a team immediately after they finished
their previous task. Of the 51 agent instructions, 23 fall into this cate-
gory. The rate of compliance is high for these cases of task assignment
to existing teams (21 of 23; 91%).
4.2.2 Episode 2 - team reformation
Unlike Episode 1, sometimes the agent instruction implies players need
to disband and form new teams after finishing their previous task, to
enact the computationally optimal plan. Ten of 51 agent instructions
fall into this category. The compliance rate of instructions that require
reteaming (50%) is substantially lower than compliance of instructions
where players can stay in the same teams (91%). The following episode
depicts a typical case in which team reformation fails.
[0:00] After a target drop off, LT and SS joined
PC and CR at the drop off zone.
[0:24] HQ: LT, if you think you have the stamina
to run to 10 around the north of the lake do so
now with a firefighter. (message A)
[0:28] New agent instruction: NK, LT→16
LT: They said ((reads out aloud HQ message A))
[0:35] CR: ((facing LT)): Shall we go get 10.
LT: Mine is 16.
[0:38] HQ: Avoid 17 at all costs (…) I’d avoid
10, too. (message B)
CR: ((read out HQ message B)) avoid 10 now.
[0:55] New agent instruction: NW, LT→15
LT: 15!
[1:24] After some deliberation, SS and PC decide
to go for target 19, leaving CR and LT behind.
[1:29] NW (via chat):LT where you.
CR: ((turning to LC)) Are you LT?
LT: Yes.
CR: NW is looking for you.
LT: Yah thanks. ((turning away from CR)) Ah::. I
will go towards them. ((starts walking))
CR: Okay. Do you want company?
LT: ((turning back towards CR)) Yeah. CR and LT
leave the drop-off zone together to find NW.
The episode begins with a recommendation by HQ to LT to go for
10 (message A). The message is topicalised by LT, but it is soon overrid-
den by an agent instruction (NK, LT→16). When CR proposes to team
upwith LT to go for target 10, LT declined (“mine is 16”). HQ then with-
draws its previous suggestion to go for 10 in message B. Shortly after,
a new instruction (NW, LT→15) prompts LT to read out the target num-
ber (15), but she fails to raise the other players’ attention. While other
groupmembers are engaged in planning next steps, LT does not engage
and keeps looking around. She can be seen turning and walking back
andforth.PerhapsLT is trying to locate theplayerNWwhoshehadbeen
instructed to team up with. LT does not take any action until prompted
by CR (“are you LT? NW is looking for you”). Then, LT begins to walk to
find her teammate.However,when she finallymanages tomeet upwith
NW2minutes later, NWhas already been assigned another task.
On one hand, LT seems to feel obliged to follow the agent instruc-
tions. She turns down other teaming invitations and appears to try to
look for NW in her immediate vicinity, indicating difficulty with locat-
ing teammates out of sight (despite the real-time locationmap). On the
other hand, her body orientation displays a sense of attachment to the
existing group. Her indecisive walking and turning back and forth sug-
gests she struggles to leave. She does not leave the group to follow the
instructions until prompted by someone. When CR points out NW’s
message, LT does not answer the message either. The episode illus-
trates a combination of interactional “troubles” as a result of which the
reteaming fails: being attached to the local group, struggling to locate
teammates out of sight, and failing to reciprocatemessages.
Further, we found the distance between instructed players to be a
key factor in successful reteaming. That is to say, if instructed play-
ers are not within line of sight, the rate of non- compliance with the
agent instruction is high. Taking Episode 2 as an example, player LT
was instructed to team up with a distant player twice. Neither one of
the instructions was successfully implemented. Overall, there were 17
agent instructions that implied teaming with distant players; only 1 of
themwas actually followed by players. Players explicitly rejected 11 of
them by pressing the rejection button; the other 5 were not followed
without an interface action.
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4.2.3 Episode 3 - task interruption
AW and KD are in the process of walking to
target 44.
[0:00] AW receives new agent instruction: AW,
YF→46
AW: New instruction 46! ((both stop walking))
KD: Do they know we are already on the task?
[0:06] AW receives a new agent instruction: AW,
LC→37
AW: yea, but I think, Oh, no, got new instruc-
tion again, (team up with) LC.
[0:19] AW starts walking to LC, who is at drop
off zone within line of sight, leaving behind
KD.
KD: ((reads out an old HQ message)) AW and KD
you won’t reach 44. Alright, Lets go to 46.
AW: ((turning back towards KD)) I dont know, I
got a new task with LC.
KD: Ahh, I do not have a task. AW turns and
walks towards LC again. KD follows.
In this fragment, we can observe disagreement and negotiation
about teamreformation.AWreceives2 consecutive reteaming instruc-
tions from the agent, finally teaming them up with LC, while KD does
not receive another instruction. KD’s question (“Do they know we are
alreadyon the task?”) suggests that hemight think theagent is unaware
of their situation and that he disagrees with disbanding the existing
team. In spite of KD’s disagreement, AW declares his intention to fol-
low the new instruction (“got new instruction again, [team up with]
LC”) and he turns to find LC. However, KD ignores this (“Alright, Lets
go to 46”), indicating he does not agree with AW’s intention to dis-
band the team. AW interjects (“I don’t know, I got a new task with
LC”) and continues to walk towards LC, denying KD. As KD realizes
he is without assignment (“Ah, I do not have a task”), he follows AW
to find LC.
In this episode, teammates agree to reject the first task assignments.
We found task interruption could be a major reason to reject new
instructions. Ten of 11 rejected instructions are associated with task
interruption. In an extreme case (not pictured),one team reached an
agreement to ignore any agent instructions after the agent tried to
interrupt the team’s ongoing task.
In the end, the player that received the new instruction disagrees
with his teammate’s suggestion to ignore the instruction and decides
to leave the current team. The team is disbanded in disagreement;
the teammates spend a fair amount of time arguing whether to fol-
low or ignore instructions, hinting at the hidden social cost of “coalition
formation” algorithmswhen applied to human teams.
Overall, most of new instructions that interrupted ongoing tasks
required team reformation. When tasks were interrupted, the rate
of compliance (22%) is substantially lower than when teams were
required to reformafter a taskwascompleted (50%). Task interruptions
were also much more likely to lead to rejection of the new assignment
(10 of 11 assignments that interrupted tasks were rejected).
4.3 The headquarters
The HQ sent a total of 147 messages in the 2 sessions. We identified
50 assertives and 68 directives in 2 sessions through speech-act analy-
sis.Mostof assertiveswere focusedonproviding situational awareness
andsafe routing for the responders toavoidexposing themto radiation,
for example, “NK and JL approach drop-off 6 by navigating via 10 and
09” or “Radiation cloud is at the east of the National College.”
Six of 68 directives were directly related to task allocations and
teaming, which is substantially less than the number of agent instruc-
tions (51). Among the 16 directives, HQ sent 11 direct instructions to
the field players (eg, “SS and LT retrieve 09”), while the remaining 5
are related to forward planning (eg, “DP and SS, as soon as you can
head to 20 before the radiation cloud gets there first”). Six of the HQ
instructions are consistent with agent instruction, while 5 other HQ
instructionsoverride theagent instructions. It isworthmentioning that
field players implemented only 5 of 16 HQ instructions. In the inter-
view, HQ reported that they felt they supported the agent rather than
taking control.
4.4 Implications for design
Our observations reveal the tension between agent planning support
and the social organisation of teamwork. The tension does not simply
mean the model held by the agent is “incorrect”; it highlights poten-
tial trade-offs we need to consider in system design.18 As a result, we
propose 3 design implications to scaffold the division of labour when
building agent-based planning support for human teams.
1. facilitating accountability. We found players often reach a decision
with their co-located teammember to reject new tasks that would
split the team but without considering its impact on other remote
members. As a result of receiving a rejection, the planner agent
replans and sends out new task allocations for everyone. Conse-
quently, the remote team members may experience frequent task
changes for unclear reasons. Therefore, we suggest the interaction
design should reveal the hidden cost of certain actions (eg, rejec-
tions) to facilitate the accountability of local decision making to
remote team members, ensuring consequences of local decisions
for the welfare of all teams are understood.
2. social cost of team reforming. The agents algorithm replans and
reshuffles teams, to optimise group performance byminimising the
travel distance to the targets. However, we observed that players
are often unwilling to disband teams and discard ongoing tasks.
Team reformation (instructed by planner agent) is frequently asso-
ciated with delays caused by discussion, disagreement, and task
rejections.We categorise this kind of coordination overhead as the
“social cost” of team reformation. The planner agent used in this
study does not have the ability to model and take into account the
social cost. In general, we posit that it may be hard to model every
aspectsofahumanteam. In turn, systemdesignersmayneedtocon-
sider the “imperfection” of planner agents anddesign an interaction
layer that can alleviate this issue.
3. weak role of HQ.We found that HQ struggled to influence the plan
because of the lack of interface level support. Their attempts to
override agent plans (through the text messaging channel) were
often ignored, missed, or resulted in confusion. This observation
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highlights the need to provide interface level support to strengthen
the role of the HQ in the planning loop.
5 “HUMAN IN-THE-LOOP” INTERACTIONAL
ARRANGEMENT
In the final in-the-loopversion,we took intoaccount thedesign implica-
tions from the on-the-loop version.Wewere interested to seewhether
theaforementioned issuesofaccountability, andsocial costmaybealle-
viated by a stronger role of HQ in the planning loop. Therefore, we
enabled a “human in-the-loop” arrangement in which HQ can mediate
between the planning agent and the field players. In this arrangement,
the humanHQcan request task allocations from the agent at any point
and then needs to approve the generated allocations. Once the allo-
cations are approved the task allocations are sent to the field players,
who are then able to respond by accepting or rejecting their assigned
task.However, in this versionany task “rejections” fromfieldplayersare
merely requests for the HQ to change the allocations; final task allo-
cation remains at the HQ’s discretion. As a result of the evaluation of
the on-the-loop version, HQ can also communicate preferences to the
agent, for example, to “keep” a certain task assignment when replan-
ning. To clarify, we list several requirements that are necessary of the
in-the-loop design.
This is communicatedback to theHQplayers, and theHQplayerscan
request a new plan based on field players’ feedback at any point.
1. HQ should be able to review, edit, and approve every instruction
generated by the agent.
2. HQ should be able to decide when the agent should replan.
3. HQ should be able to modify plans for some of the players, leaving
the agent to plan for the rest of the players.
4. HQ should be able to communicate their task assignments (or task
cancellation) to field responders in a structuredway.
5. HQ should be able to add task-specific information to each sent
assignment.
The purpose of requirements 1 to 2 is to give HQ more control
over the planning loop, by delegating to them the responsibility for
the final planning decision. Requirement 3 enables HQ to modify
the plans computed by the agent without having to take full manual
control of plan generation. Requirement 4 is derived from the obser-
vations from the base version and the on-the-loop version that HQ
struggled to override agent planning through unstructured text mes-
sages. New HQ and mobile interface were developed to facilitate the
in-the-loop design.
5.1 Improved user interfaces
Because the on-the-loop version of theHQ interface (see Figure 2) has
proved effective formonitoring the game status, the interfacewas kept
for operation by one of the HQ players in the control room (HQ2). In
addition, a new task assignment interfacewas developed and operated
by an additional HQ player in the control room (HQ1, see Figure 4).
The new task assignment interface is designed to supportHQmonitor-
ing and intervention in the plan-execution loop. The interface enables
HQtoapproveandedit agent-suggested task assignments andmonitor
player feedback.
FIGURE 4 Task assignment interface with livemap view (left) and task assignment panel (right)
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FIGURE 5 Mobile responder app: status tab (left), task / HQ chat tab (middle), and global chat tab (right)
The task assignment interface has a live map view on the left
(Figure 4), which shows current player and target locations and task
assignments. The right side of the interface is occupied by the task
assignment panel. The left column (1) of the panel shows “pending” (ie,
proposed but unconfirmed) task assignments, while the right column
(2) shows current (confirmed) tasks. When the operator presses the
plan request button (3), the agentwill calculate a plan based on current
task status which is then shown in the pending panel. If the player then
presses the plan edit button (4), then the assignments in the pending
area become editable through drag-and-drop interaction. Pressing the
plan approval button approves all pending assignments, which moves
to the current (confirmed) area.
Figure 4 (5) shows an example of a proposed task assignment: player
MP and GO are assigned to target 07. Within each confirmed task
assignment, a feedback indicator (6) shows the field player’s response
to this assignments (no response, reject, or accept). The stop but-
ton terminates an assignment, for example, in an emergency. A “keep”
checkbox causes the planner to retain the corresponding task assign-
ment whenever it generates a new plan. A text messaging panel is
linked to the current selected task assignment and allows the 2 play-
ers involved in the assignment and HQ1 to exchange task-specific
messages.
Comparedwith theon-the-loopversionofAtomicOrchid, themobile
interface is largely unchanged except for the HQ task/chat tab (see
middle of Figure 5). The task tab now displays a task with text
description and map visualisation of the task at the top. The bottom
half of the interface is a message box showing task-specific informa-
tion from HQ. It should be noted that the HQ can still send broad-
cast information (visible to everyone), which will be displayed in the
chat tab.
5.2 Summative field trial
We ran 2 AtomicOrchid sessions to trial the in-the-loop version. Each
session follows the same procedure as the base version and the
on-the-loop version. Detailed results of the interaction analysis is pre-
sented in Section 6. Overall, 70% (28 of the 40) of the targets were
evacuated in the in-the-loopversion,which is similar to theon-the-loop
version (71.8%).
The following subsections start with an overview of task assign-
ments. Task assignments serve to “index” the beginnings of potential
episodes of interests in our qualitative data corpus. Selected episodes
of game play are then presented to unpack the interactions surround-
ing the taskassignmentactivities in thecontrol room.Weprovide these
episodes as vivid exhibits of how members accountably organise their
team coordination in situ.32
5.2.1 Overview of task assignments
Figure 6 shows how task assignments were acted upon in the
in-the-loop arrangement. Overall, the planning agent created a total
of 45 task assignments with an additional 5 assignments created man-
ually by HQ. Headquarters approved a total of 39 assignments. Field
responders accepted most of the approved assignments (30 of 39).
Only 1 assignment is rejected by field responders, and 8 assignments
did not receive a response.† During task execution, occasional HQ
interventions resulted in 5 task cancellations and 5 assignments being
overridden.
5.2.2 Responses to task assignments
This section presents selected episodes of game play to unpack the
interactions surrounding the task assignment activities in the control
room. The presentation of the episodes follows the same notation as
introduced in Section 4.2.
5.2.3 Episode 4 - Confirming the plan
As summarised above, most of task assignments are generated by the
planning agent and approved by the HQ players. Episode 1 illustrates a
typical case of task planning and approval.
†Only 1 or none of the 2 instructed players responded.
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FIGURE 6 How instructions were handled in the in-the-loop version
Team MV, XW are carrying target 43 back to
drop-off zone 7.
[16:45] HQ2: XW and MV.
[16:50] HQ1: (taking) 43.
[16:51] HQ2: They should be going to drop-off
(zone) 7 and get 36.
[16:49] HQ2: tell them to go to 36 afterwards.
[17:04] HQ1: ok this one ((pointing to target
36)).
[18:10] The team drop off target 43.
[18:22] HQ1: ((clicks “replan”))
[18:26] New agent assignments, including: MV,
XW→36
[18:28] HQ1: 36, yes ((clicks “confirm”)).
At the beginning of Episode 1, HQ2 is drawing attention to hismoni-
toring ofMV and XW, who are confirmed by HQ1 to be carrying target
43. Given their current location, HQ2 is able to deduce “they should
be going to drop-off zone 7” and is also able to anticipate that they
should then “get 36,” referring to the next target assignment. AsHQ1 is
manning the task-assignment interface that includes the task-specific
chat, HQ2 instructs HQ1 to “tell then to go to 36 afterwards,” which
HQ1 confirms in turn and acknowledges by pointing at the target on
his screen. A short while later, after the team dropped off the tar-
get, HQ1 requests a new plan from the agent, upon which the agent
suggests team MV, XW is assigned to target 36. This assignment is
consistent with their previous discussion as confirmed byHQ1’s utter-
ance “36, yes.” HQ1 approves the assignment by clicking “confirm.”
The assignment is sent to the field responders, who in turn accept
the assignment.
This episode depicts a typical case of unproblematic
agent-supported task assignment. As Figure 6 shows, 34 (39 less 5
created by HQ) of 45 of the agent’s allocations are approved without
editing. Worthy of note is that the HQ can be seen to be monitoring
the field responders in their ongoing task execution by means of the
interfaces provided, which enables them to plan ahead for the next
task assignment. As a result, they do not make a timely request for
new task assignments from the agent, but they have already selected
an appropriate next task (“36”), probably based on its location and
requirements; this suggests that the interface is providing theHQwith
sufficient information (eg, regarding player, target, and radiation) to
come to a decision about which task to allocate. Notably, this decision
is the same decision that the agent has arrived at, which confirms the
HQ in their planning and lends support to their decision making. How-
ever, HQ does not always agree with the agent’s assignment, as the
following episodewill show.
5.2.4 Episode 5 - Correcting the plan
Headquarters players chose to change the task assignments generated
by theplanningagent in11of45cases (see figure6);Episode2presents
one such example
CE and KH are currently assigned to target 03
but have not accepted; other players are free.
[04:18] ((HQ1 clicks “request plan”))New
agent-suggested allocations arrive: CE, KH→06;
MP, GO→ 07; MB, WB→10
[04:24] HQ1: What? Why am I getting? Ah:: one
of these guys did not accept. (referring to the
team of CE, KH)
[04:29] ((HQ1 clicks “keep” button on assignment
CE, KH→03)).
[04:33] ((HQ1 clicks “request plan” again))
[04:40] New agent allocations arrive: MB, WB→10;
MP, GO→07
[04:42] ((HQ1 clicks “confirm”))
This episode begins with HQ requesting a new plan from the agent.
The agent proposes a set of assignments, one of which (CE, KH→06)
would interrupt an ongoing task (CE, KH→03),much to the disapproval
ofHQ1 (“What?Whyam I getting?”). The task assignment “03” hadpre-
viously been sent to KH and CE; however, whilst they are ostensibly
in the process of doing the task (apparent by their location and direc-
tion of movement), they have not both “accepted” the task. Hence, the
responders “look” available to the agent, which in turn suggests a new
task for KH and CE.
HQ1 realises the fact that they have not explicitly accepted the pre-
vious task (“Ah:: one of these guys did not accept.”). Headquarters then
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TABLE 1 Result overview
Success rate Failure rate Acceptance rate
On-the-loop arrangement 21/51 (42%) 30/51 (58%) 24/51(47%)
In-the-loop arrangement 28/39 (72%) 11/39 (28%) 30/39(77%)
instructs the agent not to change the existing assignment [04:29] by
use of the “keep” checkbox and requests a newplan,which is generated
without the conflicting assignment. As a result, the changed plan is in
turn confirmed.
It then is noteworthy that in contrast to the episode presented in
Section 4.2.3, the task assignment interface allowsHQ1 to avoid inter-
rupting the field responders’ current task, in thatHQ1isnotonlyable to
noticebutalsoable tocompensate for the fieldplayers’ failure toexplic-
itly accept the task. As a result, the field players are able to continue
with the previously allocated task without interruption and oblivious
to HQ’s intervention in the control room. However, in contrast to this
unproblematic instance of plan correction, the next episode will show
that editing of the agent’s allocations does sometimes not lead todesir-
able outcomes.
5.2.5 Episode 6 - Changing the plan
At the start of this game session, we can observe one of theHQplayers
overriding 3 of 4 of the planning agent’s allocations.
All players are together in the drop-off zone,
idly waiting for initial tasks
[01:25] ((HQ1 requests initial plan))
[01:28] 4 agent assignments arrive.
[01:29] HQ1: Why, it is stupid.
[01:33] ((HQ1 clicks “edit”))
[01:53] HQ1: I want this one ((manually drags
targets to replace agent assignments)) (.) his
one (.) and this one. (The 3 prioritized targets
are very close to the radioactive cloud.)
[02:03] ((HQ1 clicks “confirm”)).
[02:07] HQ1: ((turning to HQ2)) I think we
should get the far ones first.
The HQ1 requests initial task assignments for all of the field play-
ers. The planning agent provides HQ1 with a set of task assignments
for approval, but HQ1 is not happy with them (“Why, it is stupid.”). HQ
switches into “edit” mode and replaces 3 of the targets in the agent
assignments, voicing his intention as he is performing the editing. The
3 manually assigned new targets are the ones that are closest to the
radioactive cloud. HQ1 confirms his modification [02:03] and provides
an account of his strategy to HQ2: “we should get the far ones first,”
probably referring to the distance of the selected targets from the field
responders’ current location.
The episode shows how the capability to change the agent’s alloca-
tions allows HQ to implement their own strategy and priorities. The
design rationale of this “feature”was to enable human decision-making
in response to situational contingencies to take precedent over the
agent’s rigid world model. However, things do not work out so well in
this case. The modified plan turned out to be undesirable as it leads
to 2 assignment cancellations and 2 players “dying” as they attempt to
rescue a target from the radioactive cloud. In the end, only 1 of the 3
modified assignments was finished successfully.
5.3 Comparative evaluation
Herein, we provide some key metrics to compare compliance (task
acceptance) and team performance (task completion) between the
on-the-loopand the in-the-loopversion.Note that this comparisonmay
be confounded by changes in the user interface made between ver-
sions and by individual and between group differences. The objective
of the statistical comparison is to be informative and to supplement the
qualitative analysis, which is themain focus of our analysis.
Table 1 shows key metrics for both versions. Compared with the
on-the-loop version, the task assignments in the in-the-loop version
have relatively higher success rate: 28 of 39 (72%) assignments are
completed successfully, while only 21 of 51 (42%) assignments were
completed successfully in the field trial of the on-the-loop version.
Compared with the on-the-loop trial, the task assignments in the
in-the-loop trials have relatively higher acceptance rate. Thirty of 39
(77%) assignments are accepted by the field players, while only 24 of
51 (47%) assignments are accepted in the on-the-loop trial. An inde-
pendent sample t test indicated that acceptance rate was significantly
higher for the in-the-loop version (M = 0.77, SD = 0.43), than for the
on-the-loopversion (M=0.47, SD=0.5), t(87)=3.04,P= .003. Levene’s
test indicated unequal variances (F = 19.45, P < .001), so degrees of
freedomwere adjusted from 88 to 87.
In addition, an independent samples t test shows that the comple-
tion rate of tasks in the in-the-loop version (M = 0.72, SD = 0.46) is
also significantly higher then that in the on-the-loop version (M= 0.42,
SD= 0.5), t(85)= 3.04, P= .003. Again, Levene’s test indicated unequal
variances (F=6.5, P= .012), so degrees of freedomwere adjusted from
88 to 85.
In summary, the results show significant improvements from the
on-the-loop to the in-the-loop version in the key evaluation metrics of
acceptance and completion of task assignments.
6 DISCUSSION
As the core part of the analysis of the field trials, we have presented
detailed episodes of interaction to illustrate how collaboration was
achieved in practice.Wenowdrawout our observations on key interac-
tional themesdisplayed in thedata, andwereflectonthe improvements
between the versions.
6.1 On field trial-driven iterations
The results in Section 5.3 show that task acceptance and completion
has been significantly improved from the on-the-loop version to the
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in-the-loop version. Moreover, the communication between HQ and
the fieldplayershasbeen largelyunproblematic in the final version, and
most targets were successfully evacuated according to plan. The out-
comes seem tobe considerably better than for the on-the-loop version.
In particular, the HQ players in the on-the-loop version were
observed to struggle to intervene in the planning process. In a paper
presented at CTS in 2014, we have argued that there is a “hidden
cost”associatedwith theagent’s task interruptionand instructions that
require team reformation.31 The episodes presented in Section 4 illus-
trate the local interactional “troubles” (eg, disagreement and locating
teammates) implicated by allocations that require reteaming (Episode
2) and interrupt ongoing tasks (Episode 3).
These findings in turn inspired the design rationale towards a
stronger HQ in-the-loop that we hoped would alleviate some of
the problems associated with “unfiltered” agent instructions. In the
on-the-loop arrangement, the onlyway forHQ to intervene in the plan-
ning is to send unstructured text messages in the broadcast channel.
The fact that only 5 of 16HQ instructionswere acted on in on-the-loop
version suggests that HQ was unable to effectively override the agent
when they wanted to.
The improved task acceptance and completion rate do suggest that
the performance is significantly improved in an in-the-loop arrange-
ment compared to the earlier on-the-loop arrangement. Specifically,
HQ’s ability to intervene has been enhanced by the mixed-initiative
task allocation interface introduced in the in-the-loop arrangement.
In sum, our evaluation has not only shown that task allocations com-
puted by the planner aremore likely to be accepted by field responders
when there is a human in the loop who confirms or modifies each
allocation according to the situation at hand but also that this arrange-
ment leads to a better task completion rate. More broadly, the move
towards a stronger in-the-loop arrangement highlights the need for
interfaces that provide means for humans to moderate and intervene
in agent-based planning to respond to situational contingencies. The
following sections explore the findings regarding division of labour and
further planning support.
6.2 Working together
Herein, we reflect on the division of labour between the field respon-
ders, the HQ, and the planning agent observed in the field trials
reported in earlier sections. The rationale for the planning agent’s
integration was to take on some of the work load involved in plan-
ning. Episode 1 demonstrates a typical case of division of labour: The
agent handles planning of teaming and task assignment, freeing the
field responder team to focus on navigational issues (identifying the
target on the interactive map and finding directions). However, we
have already lamented the trade-offs implicated by the comparatively
“weak” role of the HQ in on-the-loop arrangement, which led to the
aforementioned improvements.
The field trial of the in-the-loop version showed that in many cases
the communicationbetweenHQand the field players is unproblematic,
and most targets are successfully evacuated according to plan. Hence,
the situation has improved considerably, and we conjecture that this is
dueat least in part todifferences in theuser interface in the in-the-loop
version. Specifically, to recap, the main changes are the HQ-manned
taskallocation interfaceand the improvedmobile responder app. In the
mobile app, the current task allocation is shown as a graphical over-
lay on the mobile map in the in-the-loop version, not just as a textual
instruction given by the HQ player in the base version or the planning
agent in the on-the-loop version. This seems to significantly reduce the
field players’ confusion about their current target and team-mate and
where to find them.
Furthermore, the task-planning interface for the most part appears
to provide an effective shared representation of the current state of
the game. As well as showing current player and target locations and
player health, it also makes visible the currently approved task alloca-
tions, field player responses, and any newplan that has been requested
or is being edited. This shared information forms the common ground
between the HQ players and the planning agent.
The evaluation has demonstrated that HQ players closely moni-
tor this view and its representation of plan execution. For example,
Episodes 4, 5, and 6 all reveal HQ players’ awareness of field player
progress and current tasks. Episodes 2 and 6 show awareness of the
cloud’s location in relation to players, and Episodes 5 and 6 show
HQ players engaging actively with proposed (rather than current) task
assignments.Weobserve that theHQplayersarequite capableofmod-
ifying the agent’s plans when they wish to, for better (Episode 5) or
worse (Episode 6). HQ is also able to intervene in current task alloca-
tions, which is successful in resolving the situation in Episode 5.
6.3 Support for human planning
As seen in Episodes 4, 5, and 6, HQplayers are observed to use the task
interface to assess current game status, while in Episodes 5 and 6 we
havealsoseenhowtheycanmodify theagent’splans.This suggests that
the interface is sufficient in providing basic situational awareness for
HQ players tomake their own plans.
6.3.1 Changing the agent’s plan
The drag-and-drop–based task assignment interface in the in-the-loop
version also enforces various constraints on task assignment so that all
plans are at least valid, ie, well-formed. For example, each player and
each target can be assigned to at most 1 task, and each task can only
haveplayerswith the correct combinationsof gameroles for the target.
The interface also highlights players and targets on themapwhen they
are manipulated so that the HQ player can readily assess location and
proximity when editing task assignments. However, the observations
also reveal some potential for improving support for human planning.
Returning to Episode 6, where the HQ player massively revises the
agent’s assignments (leading to undesired outcomes), one future idea
is to enable the planning agent to “comment” regarding potential prob-
lems in the player’s proposed plan. While making visible the planning
agent’s reasoningmight have discouraged the player fromchanging the
plan so dramatically, there will still surely be situations in which plans
could or should be changed. And in future we may improve the system
beyond leaving the player to “do their best.” For example, the planning
agent could simulate (and perhaps extend) the proposedmodified plan
to provide the HQ player with at least 1 predictive view of the possible
outcomes of their plan.
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6.3.2 Forward planning
In the current system, the agent performs forward planning, ie, it con-
siders what field players might do in the future, not just in the cur-
rent/next task assignments. In future, this information could be made
available to the HQ players. In Episode 4, we also saw one of several
examples of the HQ players also planning for future task assignments.
In future, HQ could be enabled to record their own forward planning
and thereby feed back into the system instead of having to make a
note or remembering what they were thinking when the current task
is completed and they have the chance to check and intervene. There-
fore, at least for some situations, it might be beneficial if the agent’s
future plans could also be viewed and if the HQ players also had some
system-support to guide their own future thinking.
6.3.3 Other interactional troubles
We have also encountered the following interactional challenges that
likely generalise more broadly to related settings.
• Complacency describes the phenomenon whereby occasional fail-
ures of automation remain undetected by the operator. In par-
ticular, this may occur when the operator has learnt to trust
the computational component and is repetitively exposed to its
outputs. This finding echoes results on “automation bias” in the
supervisory control literature.33 Specifically, in some cases in
the in-the-loop arrangement, it appeared that HQ approved the
agent’s assignments quickly without any verbal discussion, which
resulted in unnecessary team reformations when editing, as seen
in Episode 5, did not occur. However, mechanisms to counter this
may turn towards more human involvement in the planning; there-
fore, there will be a fine balance so as not to overburden the
operator.
• the agent’s hidden reasoning process. Some manually modified
assignments lead to undesirable results (eg, Episode 6). Effective
sharing of the agent’s reasoning process and the potential conse-
quences of its modifications may prevent some undesired assign-
mentmodifications.
• non-responsiveness. Although quick acknowledgement is sup-
ported in the final prototype, non-responsiveness of field players
still caused trouble for HQ players. This non-responsiveness was
also observed to create uncertainty in the planning. It is important
to realise that this could be caused by technical communication out-
ages as well as by human non-response. Designers may attempt to
incorporate this as “known unknowns” in the system, for example,
planning could be done with an estimated probability of a positive
response.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Herein, we provide the lessons learnt thatmay benefit the designers of
distributed coordination systems, in particular, in relation to situation
awareness, computational planning support and interactional break-
downs. These may be particularly relevant for settings in which timely
human decision-making is critical.
7.1 Common ground
Commonground is a critical requirement formakingcollaborativedeci-
sions in an effective and timely manner. Through our field trials, we
identified the following features as constitutive of common ground
through providing a mutual situation awareness for the participating
parties (HQ, field responders, and the agent).
• Domain-specific information models (task allocations in this case)
were critical for establishing common ground between the planning
agent and players. In addition, specific message types added to the
common perspective of HQ and field players.
• Appropriate representations that made use of domain-specific
visual cues (eg, linking tasks elements to the map) enabled align-
ment and consistency across views and between mobile (field) and
HQ representations, and supported practical reasoning about these
activities. Similarly, the task interface allowed HQ players to read,
modify, and confirm the agent’s task assignments.
• Articulation of future actionswas also a key part of player’s situated
planning work, as evidenced by their engagement with proposed
tasks, both within and beyond the task interface.
Our observations also align with the theoretical framework model
of situational awareness proposed by Endsley (2001),34 which argues
that this needs to be supported by 3 levels including (1) perception
of the elements in the environment, (2) comprehension of the current
situation, and (3) projection of future status.
7.2 Supportingmixed-initiative planning
Some opportunities and challenges have also become evident that
relatemore specifically to the possibilities ofmixed-initiative planning.
• Domain-specific constraints were seen to be an advantage of using
planning support in this setting,with the task interface allowingonly
well-formed task assignments.
• Making the agent’s reasoning visible would perhaps have avoided
some of the situations in which responders were sent in harm’s
way. The challenge is how to implement this without inundating the
operator with information.
• Feedback on human proposals might have supported the task inter-
face’s ability to arbitrarily modify task assignments, eg, identifying
possible hazards.
• Forward planning was being done by both the agent and the peo-
ple in theHQ as they anticipated future actions, and this might have
been better supported if it had been recorded and made visible,
perhaps on demand.
Our observations echo work on human considerations in
context-aware systems, which propose principles to support intel-
ligibility and accountability35; similarly, we stress that the goal for
planning support systems shouldbe tobe accountable for their actions,
therefore, “what they know, how they know it, andwhat they are doing
about it” [ibid., p. 201] needs to be legible by the people involved. Fur-
thermore, as planning is oriented towards the future, yet produced as
a contingent, situated activity,5 the interface needs to support revision
and revoking of plans in situ and furthermore provide the situational
awareness essential to do so.
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7.3 Future work
Our findings should not be overgeneralised. In this work, we compared
2 different human-agent arrangements to study the emergent interac-
tion. However, our goal was not to find the optimal system to solve the
taskallocationproblem.Whileour results suggests that the in-the-loop
arrangement was preferable to the on-the-loop arrangement, it was
not without issues and theremay be other arrangements and improve-
ments that could have led to better performance, and reduced losses.
Therefore, we suggest that future work could and should improve
the system further. Particular aspects that could be improved further
include both mixed-initiate interfaces and the computational intelli-
gence for distributed task allocation problems. For example, further
means to communicate emergent issues back to the planning agent
should be considered; however, the potential gains of such features
would need to be carefully considered against the additional workload
for the responders.
Overall, we foresee that there usually are unforeseen contingencies
that humans need to deal with; hence, we feel strongly that a con-
sideration of how contingencies can be responded to would need to
be incorporated from the outset in any future work building on the
contributions of this work.
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